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ABSTRACT5

Two univariate indices of the MJO based on outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) are devel-6

oped to track the convective component of the MJO while taking into account the seasonal7

cycle. These are compared with the All Season Real-Time Multivariate MJO (RMM) Index8

of Wheeler and Hendon derived from a multivariate EOF of circulation and OLR. The gross9

features of the OLR and circulation of composite MJOs are similar regardless of the index,10

although RMM is characterized by stronger circulation. Diversity in the amplitude and11

phase of individual MJO events between the indices is much more evident; this is demon-12

strated using examples from the Dynamics of the MJO (DYNAMO) field campaign and the13

Year of Tropical Convection (YOTC) virtual campaign. The use of different indices can14

lead to quite disparate conclusions concerning MJO timing and strength, and even as to15

whether or not an MJO has occurred. A disadvantage of using daily OLR as an EOF basis16

is that it is a much noisier field than the large-scale circulation, and filtering is necessary17

to obtain stable results through the annual cycle. While a drawback of filtering is that it18

cannot be done in real time, a reasonable approximation to the original fully filtered index19

can be obtained by following an endpoint smoothing method. When the convective signal is20

of primary interest, we advocate the use of satellite-based metrics for retrospective analysis21

of the MJO for individual cases, as well as for the analysis of model skill in initiating and22

evolving the MJO.23
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1. Introduction24

The MJO needs little introduction. Since its discovery more than 40 years ago (Mad-25

den and Julian 1971, 1972), hundreds of studies have addressed its observed structure, the26

theoretical basis for its existence and behavior, and the ability of models to simulate and27

forecast this critically important phenomenon. Detailed reviews of the MJO can be found28

in Zhang (2005), Wang (2006), and Lau and Waliser (2011). Although much progress has29

been made in understanding and forecasting the MJO over the past four decades, it remains30

a significant outstanding problem in tropical meteorology (see Zhang et al. 2013).31

As discussed in detail by Straub (2013) (hereafter S13), one of the challenges faced by32

researchers studying the MJO has to do not only with tracking the disturbance through time,33

but simply defining it. This difficulty stems from the fact that the MJO is associated with34

strong planetary circulation anomalies, and similar circulations are at times not accompanied35

by an organized convective signal (Weickmann and Berry 2009). In addition, when present,36

the convective signal is not a discrete entity, but rather appears in satellite imagery as37

planetary-scale “envelope” of intermittent higher-frequency convective activity that is not38

necessarily systematically organized (Dias et al. 2013). It is also well known that the location39

and behavior of MJO convection is strongly dependent on the seasonal cycle, enough so40

that during the Asian monsoon rainy season, it is often referred to as the “Boreal Summer41

Intraseasonal Oscillation” (BSISO) or simply the “ISO” (Waliser et al. 2012; Kikuchi et al.42

2012; Lee et al. 2013; DeMott et al. 2013).43

Many approaches have been designed to identify the MJO in observations and numerical44

simulations. This wide variety of definitions has led to an effort to standardize these metrics45

in order to provide “apples to apples” comparisons, particularly of model output (Sperber46

and Waliser 2008; Gottschalck et al. 2010).47

Wheeler and Hendon (2004) (WH04) developed the Real-Time Multivariate MJO (RMM)48

index to calculate the state of the MJO utilizing latitudinal averages of OLR and the zonal49

wind at 200 and 850 hPa. This particular index has become standard for monitoring the state50
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of the MJO in real time and in models (Lin et al. 2009; Gottschalck et al. 2010; Rashid et al.51

2011; Hamill and Kiladis 2013). RMM has also been used in many statistical studies of both52

the structure of the MJO and its impacts on tropical cyclones (Klotzbach 2010; Belanger53

et al. 2010; Ventrice et al. 2011), remote circulation and storm track changes (Moore et al.54

2010), and even U.S. tornado outbreaks (Thompson and Roundy 2013). An advantage of55

the RMM is that the large-scale circulation data smooths the signal so that pre-filtering is56

unnecessary except to remove the seasonal cycle and interannual variability, which can be57

conveniently performed in real time by subtracting out the previous 120-day running average.58

A recently derived variant of the RMM replaces input from OLR with 200-hPa velocity59

potential (Ventrice et al. 2013), which has long been used to track the MJO (Lorenc 1984).60

This VP-MJO index (VPM, see: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/mjo/mjoindex/) appears to61

better discriminate the MJO signal during boreal summer, and improves the relationship of62

the MJO with Atlantic tropical cyclone activity.63

As documented by S13, the fact that the RMM amplitude may at times be weak even64

with the presence of an “MJO-like” convective signal, or strong in the absence of such a65

signal, raises the question of which fundamental characteristics of the MJO should be used66

to define it. While we will not directly address this issue here, we point out that the essen-67

tial circulation features of MJO teleconnections in both the tropics and extratropics can be68

reproduced in a dry primitive equation model by forcing associated with its diabatic heating69

field (Matthews et al. 2004; Seo and Song 2012). With this in mind, our goal is to suggest70

alternate approaches that more closely track the location of the MJO convective signal and71

can be used throughout the seasonal cycle. Despite the large diversity of disturbances com-72

prising individual MJO events, spatial-temporal EOF analysis of satellite-derived cloudiness73

data lends itself well to this purpose (Lau and Chan 1988; Zhang and Hendon 1997; Kikuchi74

and Takayabu 2003; Sperber 2003). For appropriately filtered satellite irradiance data, two75

leading eigenvectors derived from their associated covariance matrix can be combined to con-76

struct an index to describe both the amplitude and phase of the disturbance. Less compact77
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indices involving higher mode EOFs (Roundy and Schreck 2009) are also useful for tracking78

relationships between the MJO and other convectively coupled equatorial waves Wheeler79

and Kiladis (1999) (hereafter WK99) (Kiladis et al. 2009), but due to their simplicity and80

convenience two mode indices are by far most often used.81

A practical two mode MJO index can be obtained by using OLR data throughout the year82

(e.g. Slingo et al. 1999; Matthews 2008); however, the spatial patterns of the resulting EOFs83

tend to be concentrated close to the equator and do not represent the seasonal latitudinal84

migration of the MJO. To get around this problem, EOFs have been calculated separately85

for different times of the year (Waliser et al. 2003; Kikuchi et al. 2012), or latitudinally86

averaged OLR data has been used as the EOF basis, while choosing a range in latitude such87

as 15◦S-15◦N that spans the full seasonal migration of the MJO (Maloney and Hartmann88

1998; Kessler 2001). However, EOFs derived in this way can also misrepresent the amplitude89

of the OLR signal due to the potential for cancellation of opposite signed anomalies in the90

latitudinal averaging (e.g. Ventrice et al. 2011).91

This paper extends the work of Kikuchi et al. (2012), who developed two separate OLR92

extended EOFs for boreal summer and winter, by essentially “filling in” the intervening93

seasons with a smoothly varying OLR EOF analysis. In Section 2, this and an alternate94

OLR MJO index are developed. In Section 3 these indices are statistically compared with95

the RMM for two different periods with large amplitude MJO activity. Section 4 examines96

MJO initiation using a methodology similar to S13, and in Section 5 a method derived by97

Kikuchi et al. (2012) to adapt filtered time series for real time monitoring is applied to the98

derived indices. This is followed by a discussion and conclusions in Section 6.99

2. Data and Methodology100

The calculation of an all-season OLR-based MJO Index (OMI) is a straightforward ap-101

plication of an EOF analysis of spatially gridded OLR. In this study, we utilize the standard102
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daily 2.5◦ resolution OLR dataset that has been interpolated in time and space to replace103

missing values (Liebmann and Smith 1996). EOFs are derived using the period 1979-2012,104

and circulation associated with the OMI and RMM is derived from ERA Interim reanalysis105

products (Dee et al. 2011).106

a. Derivation of OMI107

The first step in deriving the OMI is to filter OLR to retain only frequencies associated108

with the MJO. Filtered OLR between 20◦S-20◦N is then subjected to a standard covariance109

matrix EOF analysis that retains the local variance of the OLR fluctuations. All tests were110

conducted using a 96-day period at the low frequency end of the band to remove interannual111

variability, following WK99.112

We initially tested EOF results using 20-day high frequency cutoff, which is often used to113

capture more rapid evolution and reorganization of MJO convection (e.g. Matthews 2008;114

Ling et al. 2013). This was motivated by the fact that the MJO does not always propagate115

steadily eastward, but appears at times to reorganize to the west, often due to interactions116

with equatorial Rossby (ER) waves (Roundy and Frank 2004; Masunaga 2007; Gloeckler and117

Roundy 2013). As recently shown by Zhao and Zhou (2013), 20-96 day bandpass filtered118

data yields a usable index when centered on boreal winter, but this approach resulted in119

either a pair or three degenerate modes not separable by the criterion of North et al. (1982)120

for the rest of the year. Similar problems were encountered using 20-96 day eastward-only121

filtered data, and truncating to retain only the lowest wavenumbers was also not effective.122

After extensive testing it was evident that 30-96 day eastward-only filtered data (including123

the zonal mean and all wave numbers) gave the most stable results for all seasons. This is124

similar to the “MJO-band” as originally used by WK99, except that only eastward waves 0-5125

were retained in that study. While there is little difference in the results for large-scale fields,126

retaining higher wavenumbers results in more detailed derived spatial eigenvector fields.127

Since the MJO displays a significant seasonal shift in its location, especially in convection128
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(WK99), it is important to apply the EOF analysis to a sufficiently short portion of the129

seasonal cycle, especially during the transition seasons. To accomplish this, we calculated130

EOFs using all years from 1979-2012 but centered on each day of the calendar year using131

a sliding window. As might be expected, eigenvector pairs for adjacent days were nearly132

identical, once arbitrary sign reversals are accounted for.133

Results were initially tested for various time window lengths ranging from 31 to 121 days.134

In all cases the two leading EOFs explain nearly the same amount of variance and represent135

a propagating pair. Experimentation found that a window length of 121 days was optimal,136

as it retains good resolution of the seasonal variability yet minimizes the problem of the137

EOFs becoming degenerate except during one period late in the year (discussed below). The138

percentage of variance explained is remarkably stable across window lengths and seasons,139

and the leading EOFs are also well separated from the third EOF, which generally explains140

less than 5% of the variance compared with more than 26% each for EOFs 1 and 2.141

Figure 1 shows the eigenvalues for EOF1 and EOF2 for each day of the year derived using142

30-96 day eastward OLR and a sliding 121-day window. These track each other well, differing143

by only 1-2% throughout, and peak during mid-January at greater than 65% of the total144

variance. The combined explained variance is minimized in late October, but is still above145

53%. For a few days in early November the EOFs become degenerate, resulting in a mixing146

of the eigenvector structures and significant changes in those structures from one day to the147

next. Since it was difficult to cleanly separate the EOFs during this period, the patterns148

from November 1 and November 8 were linearly interpolated to fill in the intervening days to149

obtain a smoothly varying index over that period. The resulting 365 pairs of spatial EOFs150

effectively represent the propagation of the MJO convective envelope throughout the year151

by smoothly filling in the equinoctial transition seasons between the two EOF pairs isolated152

by Kikuchi et al. (2012) centered on the solstice seasons.153

Examples of the OLR EOF spatial patterns for January 15 and July 15 are shown in154

Fig. 2. The January 15 patterns are very similar to those obtained by the studies referenced155
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in Section 1, which used similar approaches to categorize the boreal winter MJO, with the156

EOF pair and its inverse together representing an eastward propagation of dipole convective157

anomalies from the Indian sector to the western Pacific. The July 15 pair by contrast158

represents the propagation of convection from the equatorial Indian Ocean both poleward159

and eastward over southern Asia characteristic of the boreal summer MJO.160

While the PC pairs do represent the location of the MJO-filtered OLR data from which161

it was derived, the varying strength of the MJO at sub-intraseasonal scales is not well162

represented due to the filtering used to derive the index (not shown). However, it is still163

possible to account for the higher frequency behavior of the MJO by projecting less filtered164

OLR data onto the derived spatial EOFs. For this purpose, we used 20-96 day filtered165

OLR data, and also include all eastward and westward propagating zonal wavenumbers166

(to zonal wavenumber 72). Note that the resulting phase and amplitude information is167

not the same as an EOF analysis of 20-96 day filtered data discussed above, which did168

not yield two consistent EOFs through the seasonal cycle; nevertheless, a comparison with169

the 20-96 day EOFs during DJF when the results are stable shows a close correspondence.170

Further experimentation suggests that the 20-96 day filtered data still represents the large-171

scale behavior of the MJO in OLR while avoiding excessive noisiness in the index, and also172

better accounts for the timing of changes in the OLR field related to the sometimes rapid173

reorganization of the convective field.174

Once the 20-96 day filtered OLR for each day in the 1979-2012 record has been projected175

onto the corresponding spatial EOFs associated with that day of the year, the PCs are176

normalized. Since the spatial variance of each eigenvector is equally weighted, we normalize177

OMI PC1 to have a standard deviation of 1, and the same scaling is used to normalize PC2178

to retain its relative weighting with respect to PC1. The resulting standard deviation of179

PC2 is .90. The corresponding spatial EOF patterns are then rescaled so that the original180

fields can be reconstructed for any given day using:181

Ŷ (t) = EOF1j × PC1(t) + EOF2j × PC2(t) (1)
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where the subscript j refers to the EOF spatial pattern for the corresponding day of the year,182

and t refers to the date. It is important to note that the scaling of the OMI differs from that183

of the RMM, where both PCs are normalized to unit variance. For RMM reconstruction, the184

corresponding spatial EOF structures are instead scaled by a normalization factor and their185

respective eigenvalues (see http://cawcr.gov.au/staff/mwheeler/maproom/RMM/index.htm).186

The normalized OMI PCs comprise an OLR-only based two-component index of the187

MJO, so the two PCs can be plotted on a phase diagram in an analogous manner to the188

RMM index. Finally, it turns out that the indices for any date throughout the year are189

directly comparable between the RMM and OMI when the sign of OMI PC1 is reversed and190

the PC ordering is switched, so that OMI(PC2) is analogous to RMM(PC1) and −OMI(PC1)191

is analogous to RMM(PC2). We use these adjusted OMI PC phase and sign conventions192

here so that they can be directly compared with those of the RMM. A summary of these193

and other indices considered below, with a short description of their derivation, is given in194

Table 1.195

The bivariate correlation is one method of measuring the linear relationship between PC196

pairs (Gottschalck et al. 2010), and these have been calculated for all combinations of indices197

in this study (Table 2). The maximum bivariate correlation is .70 for daily values of OMI198

and RMM using the entire record, ranging from .79 during MAM to .63 in JJA. Table 2 also199

reveals that on average the temporal phasing between OMI and RMM is within a day during200

DJF and MAM, but that this is displaced by up to four days during SON. Differences in201

phasing are to be expected due to the imprint of circulation on the RMM, and it is important202

to adjust for these when comparing indices.203

b. An alternate Filtered MJO OLR (FMO) index204

The OMI provides a way to categorize the large-scale cloudiness field of the MJO with a205

bivariate index like the RMM. A drawback, however, is that it requires the use of individual206

daily EOF patterns in order to reconstruct the two-dimensional MJO OLR field for a given207
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day using eq. (1). Another potential inconvenience of the OMI involves the effort needed to208

calculate running EOFs for model output. It would therefore be desirable to use an “RMM-209

like” methodology to derive a year-round OLR-only index that does not rely on circulation210

input. As shown above and also by WH04 and S13, using daily OLR anomalies for such211

an approach is unacceptably noisy. However, using filtered OLR as input to the RMM212

methodology yields more reasonable results.213

One option is to simply project filtered daily OLR onto the original RMM OLR EOFs,214

and this turns out to be a useful index in itself. However, a somewhat better alternative is to215

derive the univariate OLR EOFs directly from 20-96 day filtered OLR (using all wavenum-216

bers) averaged between 15◦S-15◦N using the same procedure as described by WH04 for the217

full RMM. Although these spatial EOFs look similar to the OLR eigenfunctions of WH04218

(not shown), differences in phasing and amplitude are important for the correct timing of219

MJO initiation, as described below. As with OMI we do not normalize the PCs to one, but220

instead retain the relative weights with respect to equally weighted spatial EOFs. This is also221

important for maintaining the correct phase and amplitude of the index, since even though222

the RMM PCs both have equal variance, the associated OLR spatial EOFs are not weighted223

in the same way as a univariate OLR would be since the multivariate analysis includes wind224

components. After reversing the order of the PCs, the resulting Filtered MJO OLR (FMO)225

index has the same phase convention as RMM. The bivariate correlation between the PCs226

for the OMI and FMO for the entire 1979-2012 period is .90, with the largest correlations227

at zero lag (Table 2), ranging from .95 during DJF to .83 during JJA. We note that while228

the alternate index obtained by projecting 20-96 day filtered OLR onto the original RMM229

OLR EOFs has a bivariate correlation with FMO of .96, their phases are less well correlated230

(.79).231
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3. Comparison of indices232

a. Statistical Comparison233

It is of interest to compare the OMI spatial EOF patterns with the corresponding patterns234

of the leading two modes for the RMM index. Since the RMM EOFs involve latitudinally235

averaged fields, we reconstruct their two-dimensional spatial patterns for a specific time of236

the year by projecting a given field onto the PC time series through linear regression. This237

approach yields less noisy fields than phase space composites, although it is still problem-238

atic to scale them consistently due to their amplitude and phasing differences, which vary239

substantially throughout the year, so such a comparison is necessarily qualitative.240

Figure 3 shows the projections of the unfiltered OLR and 850 hPa streamfunction fields241

onto the two RMM and OMI PCs for December-February (DJF), and in Fig. 4 the 200 hPa242

streamfunction and OLR for June-August (JJA). These fields are scaled by two standard243

deviations of their respective PCs, a departure representative of a typical strong MJO event.244

FMO fields (not shown) are nearly identical to those using OMI.245

As expected, the OMI OLR patterns in Figs. 3c,d and 4c,d are very similar to those in246

Fig. 2 within the 20◦S-20◦N domain. The OLR fields for RMM also strongly resemble those247

for OMI, as well as the large-scale features of the circulation, indicating that gross statistical248

relationships derived using the RMM index are indeed similar to what might be derived249

from an OLR-only index. However close inspection reveals some less subtle differences. For250

example, substantial contrasts in the 850 hPa streamfunction are seen between Figs. 3b and251

3d, with RMM showing a cyclone which is stronger by a factor of two over the north Pacific252

displaced to the southeast of the corresponding feature in Fig. 3a, and overall stronger253

circulations in both hemispheres. Other contrasts exist within the panels of Figs. 3 and 4,254

with stronger RMM circulations despite comparable OLR fields. These differences persist255

even after adjusting for the 1-2 day lag shown in Table 2 between the indices and the root-256

mean square differences in the amplitudes of OLR fields, confirming that even for a very257
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similar diabatic heating field distribution, the resulting RMM circulation is substantially258

impacted in both the tropics and extratropics by the use of the tropical zonal wind in259

deriving the index.260

Although the regressed representation of the MJO is to some level of detail similar be-261

tween the OMI and RMM, composites based on individual index phases reveal much larger262

differences (these are available at: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/mjo/mjoindex/ which also263

stores the spatial patterns and the associated retrospective and real time PCs for the OMI264

and FMO). In general, the use of OLR as an EOF basis results in much larger OLR pertur-265

bations for OMI composites in all phases, and consequently substantial circulation contrasts266

even within the tropics. As we will demonstrate, for individual cases there are also large267

differences between the indices, as was shown by S13 for alternate forms of the RMM itself.268

b. Examples from the DYNAMO period269

The Dynamics of the MJO (DYNAMO) field experiment was designed to enhance the270

knowledge and forecast skill of MJO initiation and evolution over the Indian Ocean (Zhang271

et al. 2013). Several “MJO-like” events took place during DYNAMO, each with their own272

distinctive attributes (Gottschalck et al. 2013; hereafter G13;Yoneyama et al. 2013; hereafter273

Y13; Johnson and Ciesielski 2013; hereafter J13). The OLR anomaly field averaged from274

10◦S-10◦N during the October 2011 through March 2012 DYNAMO period is shown in275

Fig. 5, along with contours of MJO-filtered OLR (WK99). The anomaly was calculated by276

removing the first three harmonics of the mean seasonal cycle, and so retains interannual277

variability.278

Eastward propagation of primarily negative OLR perturbations is dominant during DY-279

NAMO, with two well-defined MJO events during October (MJO1) and November (MJO2;280

Y13, J13). Two pulses of westward propagation starting from around 140E are evident281

in mid- and late December, followed by a re-establishment of a convective signal over the282

western Indian Ocean in mid-January. The first event culminated in a strong projection283
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onto an ER mode in the central Indian Ocean in late December (G13), and despite the284

eastward propagation seen in Fig. 5 the late December event only weakly projects onto the285

MJO filtered band, although this is referred to as MJO3 by Y13 and a “mini-MJO” by G13,286

reflecting its smaller scale and relatively fast propagation speed.287

These events were followed by eastward-propagating convective activity originating over288

the Indian Ocean from mid-January to early February, superimposed on three westward289

propagating features that map onto ER waves (G13). This event does have a weak MJO-290

filtered OLR signal, although its apparent eastward propagation in Fig. 5 is influenced by291

the development of three tropical disturbances over the Australian monsoon region at this292

time. The DYNAMO period culminates in the unusually large amplitude “MJO4” during293

March 2012. Further details of the convective evolution during DYNAMO can be found in294

G13, Y13 and J13.295

In Fig. 6 the phase diagrams for RMM, OMI, and FMO are shown for the period October296

2011 through March 2012. Phase diagrams of circulation-only RMM (S13) and the Ventrice297

et al. (2013) VPM index described above are not shown here since they correlate so highly298

(.90 and .91, respectively) with RMM.299

The dominance of MJO activity in the OLR field of Fig. 5 is reflected in the behavior300

of the indices in Fig. 6. Sustained amplitude outside the unit circle is often utilized to301

determine whether MJO activity is occurring (S13), and the RMM (Fig. 6a) shows ampli-302

tudes exceeding 1.0 throughout most of the 6-month period, along with nearly continuous303

eastward (counterclockwise) propagation. The more smoothly propagating OMI and FMO304

also display nearly continuous large amplitudes, with the notable exceptions of the October305

and December periods.306

While the RMM index does track the evolution of many of the main convective features307

during DYNAMO, Fig. 6a gives the impression that the MJO was most active during mid-308

October. The RMM amplitude reaches a peak of 3.6 in sector 1 during MJO1, then rapidly309

decreases in late October at a time when convection is actually developing and shifting310
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eastward over the Indian Ocean in Fig. 5. By contrast, the OMI amplitude is less than 1.0311

until October 17, when it rapidly increases in response to the onset of convection over the312

Indian sector seen in Fig. 5. The OMI amplitude reaches a much smaller maximum (1.35)313

than RMM on October 25, matching the timing of the peak of convection during MJO1.314

Thus the OMI better captures the onset and evolution of MJO convection in the Indian315

sector in this case, with the large loading onto RMM during mid-October attributed almost316

entirely to the circulation component.317

As expected, the FMO tracks OMI much more closely than RMM. For example, the318

amplitude in sectors 7 through 1 of the October event are downplayed when compared to319

the RMM, and if we assume that “initiation” occurs when the index becomes greater than320

1.0 (S13), the timing of MJO1 initiation and peak convection is similar but a bit more than321

one sector farther west for than the OMI. In this case, the FMO is influenced by both the322

convectively coupled Kelvin wave pulses over Africa seen in Fig. 5, and the cancellation of323

the OLR signal due to latitudinal averaging (not shown), neither of which strongly affect324

the OMI.325

All indices show similar behavior through November, progressing through the Maritime326

Continent and Western Hemisphere with a full rotation from sector 4 back to sector 3327

associated with the suppressed MJO signal and the initiation of the successive MJO2 event328

over the Indian Ocean. As MJO2 initiates over the western Indian sector around November329

20 and moves eastward, it becomes smaller in scale and rapidly progresses to the Maritime330

Continent. The latter stages of this event map onto the convectively coupled Kelvin wave331

(G13), and despite this transition the RMM maintains its relatively high amplitude through332

December 10, whereas OMI and FMO both rapidly decay to within the unit circle by the333

first of the month.334

The westward propagation of convection discussed above during mid-December is repre-335

sented in all three indices by a small loop and interruption of counterclockwise progression336

from sector 4 to 6, most prominent in the FMO. Once eastward propagation resumes on De-337
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cember 20, the OMI and FMO decay rapidly to below amplitude 1.0, and reemerge in sector338

7 with the development of the suppressed phase around January 1. Therefore this event339

would not be considered an MJO by the use of these metrics. This is also reflected by the340

weakness of the MJO-filtered OLR signal in Fig. 5, even though there is nearly continuous341

RMM loading of above one during the same period, also noted by G13 and Y13. As pointed342

out in these studies, this event was MJO-like with respects to dynamics and even in OLR343

depending on the filtering used, emphasizing the need to consider a variety of diagnostics344

when characterizing individual events.345

The indices are in reasonably good agreement on the timing of the rapid eastward prop-346

agating OLR signal in late January-early February, although as noted above this feature347

does appear to be strongly influenced by tropical storm development over Australia and its348

categorization as an MJO is doubtful. The behavior of the indices leading up to this period349

illustrates their potential pitfalls. The appearance of a suppressed MJO filtered OLR en-350

velopes in Fig. 5 during early January leads to a relatively large amplitude counterclockwise351

signal in Figs. 6d and 6f in OMI and FMO when compared to lower amplitude RMM in352

Fig. 6b. Then starting in late January larger amplitude counterclockwise rotation is seen353

into February in all three indices. The loading onto RMM is due almost entirely to the354

circulation component (not shown), whereas in the case of OMI and FMO it results from355

the two suppressed MJO filtered OLR envelopes during January and February in Fig. 5,356

which are present despite the lack of accompanying coherent eastward propagating signals357

in the unfiltered fields. This is likely due in part due to the spectral ringing effects of the358

intraseasonal filtering with the imprint of the large amplitude March MJO4 event extend-359

ing back in time. In all cases these signals would lead to the classification of MJO4 as a360

successive event, also inferring that late January event should be classified as an MJO. The361

indices all capture the timing of the onset of MJO4 Indian Ocean convection at the end of362

February, and although there are some differences in amplitude and phasing, that event is363

represented with appropriately large amplitudes.364
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c. Examples from the YOTC study period365

To provide a comparison with the DYNAMO period, we consider the MJO activity during366

the Year of Tropical Convection (YOTC: Moncrieff et al. 2012; Waliser et al. 2012) virtual367

experiment. As with DYNAMO, much of the YOTC study effort is devoted to verification368

of models abilities to simulate the MJO (Zhang et al. 2013), and so the fidelity of the metrics369

that are used to assess the integrity of the MJO within these simulations are of particular370

interest. Fig. 7 shows the 10◦S-10◦N OLR anomaly and MJO-filtered OLR for the period371

October 2009 through March 2010. This period was chosen for study during YOTC because372

a well-defined MJO occurred during late October-November followed by another stronger373

event from late December into February.374

The RMM, OMI, and FMO phase diagrams for YOTC are shown in Fig. 8. All show375

an MJO initiation occurring within a couple of days of October 25, but FMO and especially376

OMI better capture the amplification of the convective signal over Indian Ocean sectors 2377

and 3 seen in Fig. 7. The indices then all similarly track the MJO to the Maritime Continent378

sectors, followed by a roughly similar evolution of the November suppressed event, except for379

the fact that RMM leads OMI by more than one sector with FMO phasing lying in between.380

This lag is partly consistent with the bivariate correlations between the two indices during381

SON as shown in Table 2, where the OMI (FMO) is seen to lead the RMM on average by 4382

(2) days.383

A larger contrast is seen in the treatment of the second MJO. This event starts farther384

east than the first MJO around mid-December (Fig. 7), and the OMI and FMO capture this385

amplification just after December 20 in the eastern Indian Ocean (sector 3) when the RMM386

still shows large amplitudes over the Western Hemisphere. The RMM phase catches up to387

OMI and FMO by early January (Fig. 8a); however, the RMM remains at a relatively low388

amplitude even with the strong convection that develops over the western Pacific, with the389

OMI and FMO at more than double the RMM values in sector 6 around mid-month. By390

mid-February, large phase lags are again evident with the OMI and FMO both responding391
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to the suppressed region of convection over the Maritime Continent with large loadings in392

sectors 8 through 2. By late February all indices are back within the unit circle, with the393

OMI and FMO both remaining low amplitude until the end of the period. RMM, however,394

then amplifies into March, suggesting MJO initiation over the Indian Ocean and progressing395

to the Maritime Continent, despite the overall lack of convection seen then in Fig. 7.396

In summary, the OMI appears to be successful in capturing the convective component397

of the MJO, and a useful bivariate FMO index can be obtained relatively easily using ap-398

propriately filtered OLR data. Although the FMO only provides direct information on the399

latitudinally averaged OLR field, it is easily derived and, like RMM, provides one EOF pair400

to represent the state of the convective field of the MJO throughout the entire year, with401

the caveat that its amplitude and phase may not be fully representative of the large-scale402

convective field. We have not shown the corresponding phase diagrams for the alternate403

index obtained by projecting 20-96 day OLR data onto the original WH04 OLR EOFs, but404

this may be another useful option since it displays similar behavior to the FMO, although405

the FMO better preserves phase and amplitude information with respect to the OMI.406

4. MJO Primary Initiation in RMM, OMI and FMO407

A potentially very useful application of an index such as RMM and OMI is that their408

PC amplitudes can be used to determine “MJO initiation” over a certain sector. However,409

as discussed in detail by S13, such a determination necessarily involves subjective decisions410

as to what comprises an MJO event, including choices about the amplitude threshold and411

length of time that it must remain above this value. Here we briefly examine the robustness412

of primary MJO events, that is, those that originate without any immediate precursor MJO413

(Matthews 2008), in RMM, OMI, and FMO using a range of simple criteria.414

The sensitivity of OMI and RMM primary initiation events was determined by testing415

various parameters similar to those used by S13. The initiation of an MJO was defined as the416
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date when the index crossed a given threshold value, after remaining less than that value for a417

certain number of days, and then exhibiting counterclockwise rotation on the phase diagram418

for a set number of days. Three amplitude thresholds of 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2 were used, and the419

required number of days for an amplitude of less than the threshold prior to initiation ranged420

from 7 to 9, while the number of days of counterclockwise rotation was varied from 3 to 7.421

Counterclockwise rotation was defined based on the first and last day of amplitude greater422

than the threshold rather than requiring continuous rotation, which would have eliminated423

many of the RMM events due to day-to-day noise. These less stringent criteria yielded many424

more RMM primary events than obtained by S13 (their Table 2).425

Figure 9 shows the results of these tests in histogram form, which gives the number426

of initiation events by sector depending on the parameters chosen. While it is difficult to427

completely convey all details of these results in one figure, several features of this plot are428

immediately obvious. First, the number of initiations varies greatly depending on the criteria429

used for all three indices, but in general the use of OMI and FMO results in substantially430

more events due to the noisiness of the RMM. RMM initiations are more evenly distributed431

among the sectors, with FMO and OMI initiation tending to favor sectors 2 and 6 for all432

parameter combinations. This results from OMI and FMO EOFs favoring the sectors where433

loading onto the OLR spatial EOFs is the greatest (Fig. 2). Sector 2 corresponds to the434

most common initiation location of the MJO convective signal over the central Indian Ocean,435

and the peak over sector 6 reflects both the tendency for suppressed MJO phases to start436

over the Indian Ocean, as well as a secondary peak in MJO convective initiation over the437

west Pacific warm pool. Likewise, local minima in sectors 4, 7, and 8, indicate a reduced438

likelihood of initiation over the Maritime Continent and Western Hemisphere.439

For primary events as defined here, the statistics on MJO convective initiation over the440

range of global sectors using OMI and FMO appear to be in line with what would be expected441

from their corresponding EOF spatial patterns, and they are much more robust regarding442

the date of initiation to changes in criteria than is the RMM. To illustrate the latter point,443
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Table 3 shows the percentage of primary initiation dates that match, for each individual444

index, to within ±3 days obtained by varying the range of parameters used to produce445

Fig. 9. Percentages are shown for three amplitude thresholds: 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2. For the446

frequently used threshold of 1.0 used to define MJO activity, only 23% of the RMM dates447

match the other RMM dates, with more than double that (55% and 51%) for OMI and FMO,448

respectively. These numbers change little as the overlap window is extended. Statistics on449

the mean number of overlapping primary events between RMM, OMI, and FMO for the450

various criteria used in Figure 9 and Table 3 are also revealing. Table 4 shows that, when451

averaged over all threshold ranges, fewer than 15% of RMM primary initiation days overlap452

with OMI and FMO for windows ranging from 3 to 7 days. Even though the overlap between453

OMI and FMO is better, it is still just 37% for ±7 days, and improves to only 42% for ±14454

days.455

Attempts to classify successive MJO events using criteria similar to those used by S13456

led to widely varying distributions in all indices, to the extent that it was difficult to achieve457

stable results for any reasonable range of parameters. Overall, although OLR-based indices458

do show more consistency for events that have no immediate precursor over a given sector,459

the results of this section illustrate the difficulties in objectively defining MJO initiation.460

Thus approaches such as those used by Ling et al. (2013) must be used, where for example461

amplification of OLR or precipitation anomalies over the Indian Ocean are categorized by462

physically based but still subjective criteria.463

5. Real-Time Applications for MJOMonitoring andMod-464

eling465

Even though calculating the OMI and FMO require filtering, Kikuchi et al. (2012) showed466

that approximations of similar indices could be obtained in real time by smoothing OLR time467

series near the endpoints and then projecting these data onto the spatial EOFs of the index.468
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Here, we examine an application of this technique using OMI and FMO.469

Following Kikuchi et al. (2012), we derive a real time OMI (ROMI) from OLR anomalies470

(with the mean and first three harmonics of the seasonal cycle removed) by first subtracting471

out the mean of the 40 days prior to the endpoint (or “target”) date to remove low frequency472

variability. We then apply a 9-day running average, tapered to use only the remaining days as473

the target date is approached, to remove intraseasonal variability. The resulting OLR values474

are then projected onto the OMI spatial EOF pattern corresponding to the target date. Here475

the number of prior and running average days was determined by optimizing the correlation476

of the PCs with those of the observed OMI for the entire retrospective period (1979-2012),477

and these turn out to be nearly identical to values obtained by Kikuchi et al. (2012) for their478

real time Extended EOFs (40 and 5 days, respectively). The bivariate correlation between479

the ROMI and the OMI is .90 when OMI leads by 2 days. The corresponding real time480

FMO (RFMO) was also calculated in the same manner, except that the 15◦S-15◦N averaged481

running OLR values were projected onto the FMO spatial EOF pair. The RFMO correlates482

at .86 with FMO at a one day lead, so this procedure works slightly better for OMI.483

Figures 10a,b show the time series of the normalized ROMI and RFMO versus the OMI484

and FMO for the October-March DYNAMO period. Both real-time renditions track the485

fully filtered counterparts of their indices well, and, although noisier, the phase diagrams for486

ROMI in Figs. 10c, d show a reasonable correspondence to their corresponding OMI plots in487

Figs. 6c, d. For example, ROMI reflects the timing and phasing of MJO1 amplification in the488

proper Indian Ocean sector, although the timing of its crossing of the unit circle precedes that489

in the OMI plot by five days. ROMI deemphasizes the November and January suppressed490

phases over OMI, but this is not unreasonable given the weakness of the associated OLR491

anomalies in Fig. 5. Several other periods inspected (including YOTC) also show results492

that would be quite useful in a real-time setting, especially once the phasing differences493

between OMI and ROMI are accounted for by the mean offset of 2 days.494

These results demonstrate that the temporal filtering to derive an index does not neces-495
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sarily preclude its use for real time monitoring. Since any time series can be projected onto496

a derived spatial EOF pattern, for example when daily data is used, the reduction of noise497

can be optimized with appropriate one-sided filtering when tuned to a fully filtered PC time498

series. A similar procedure can also be employed for model output where OLR or precipita-499

tion from short period runs used in forecast experiments would also require smoothing. As500

was pointed out by Kikuchi et al. (2012), it is likely that the smoothing algorithm utilized501

here could be improved upon by using more sophisticated techniques for one-sided filtering,502

as described for example by Arguez et al. (2008). Such an approach may even be useful503

for the development of alternative retrospective MJO metrics, since spectral ringing effects504

would be reduced by not using future data in the calculation of filtered indices. We plan to505

pursue such an approach in future work.506

6. Discussion and Conclusions507

As discussed in detail by S13 and Ling et al. (2013), objectively identifying individual508

MJO events and their initiation is problematic. This is despite the fact that even for MJO509

indices that are comprised of differing parameters, very similar results are obtained for the510

gross statistical features of the MJO, as has been demonstrated in many past studies and in511

Section 2 for RMM and OMI. The existence of so many different indices utilized to study512

the MJO illustrates its robustness, but also reflects the reality that no one index will suffice513

for every application. Because of its many advantages, the RMM has been widely used to514

study and monitor the MJO, however it is important to be aware of its limitations, as well515

as those of other MJO metrics that have been developed over the years.516

Indices that use latitudinally averaged fields as a basis do not necessarily represent the517

boreal summer MJO as well (Ventrice et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2013); this is especially true for518

univariate OLR EOFs where there is often large meridional cancellation (see Figs. 2 and519

4). In addition, the RMM is susceptible to influence by other convectively coupled waves520
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(Roundy et al. 2009), so it is desirable to filter for intraseasonal time scales as a first step521

in deriving an index. More rapidly evolving changes in the OLR field can then be reflected522

by projection of less filtered OLR that includes higher frequencies onto the intraseasonal523

spatial modes. This is still effective at reducing the influence of other convectively coupled524

modes, since those are generally associated with a much smaller OLR spatial scale than the525

intraseasonal EOFs (Kiladis et al. 2009). Although the derivation of the OMI involves cal-526

culating running EOFs of OLR, implementation is straightforward once these are obtained,527

and only requires the projection of filtered observed or model derived OLR or rainfall onto528

the daily EOF spatial patterns. Since OLR EOFs do not change much through the solstice529

seasons, a single pair of EOFs, such as those obtained by Kikuchi et al. (2012), can also be530

used to derive MJO indices for those times of the year through the projection of 20-96 day or531

other bandpass filtered OLR data. The FMO EOF procedure provides another index using532

more easily derived latitudinally averaged OLR, and projection of filtered OLR data onto533

the original WH04 OLR EOFs is yet another alternative.534

One drawback of indices such as the OMI and FMO is that they cannot be exactly535

calculated for real time monitoring due to the pre-filtering necessary to apply them. However,536

even a filtered index such as OMI can be approximated near end points using the approach537

developed by Kikuchi et al. (2012), as long as the spatial EOFs derived from the fully538

filtered fields are used for projection. Real-time data can be easily smoothed for this, using539

running averages up to the endpoint, as shown in Section 5. Nevertheless, for studies where540

retrospective data allow for better filtering, the OMI and FMO certainly do a better job in541

categorizing the convective evolution of individual events, as shown in the preceding sections542

of this paper.543

With regard to the evaluation of model output using MJO indices (e.g. Gottschalck et al.544

2010), OLR-based indices are certainly a more difficult target than an index such as RMM545

(Hamill and Kiladis 2013; Wang et al. 2013). This is because the planetary scale circulation546

associated with the MJO is largely dominated by the rotational component, which imparts547
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a measure of persistence to the flow that general circulation models can more successfully548

maintain and evolve than the multi-scale convective signal tied to the vagaries of a particular549

convective parameterization and other model physics. Since forecast runs generally involve550

relatively short lead times, when OLR or rainfall is verified, similar procedures used for real551

time smoothing can also be applied for model output with observed OLR EOFs as the target.552

If sufficiently long runs are not available for adequate smoothing, however, then the OLR553

component of RMM can still be used (Hamill and Kiladis 2013).554

We have avoided the issue of whether the large-scale circulation pattern should be con-555

sidered as a defining aspect of the MJO, and instead focused on the goal of tracking the MJO556

convective signal. An evolving circulation appears to be tied to MJO convective initiation at557

times (e.g. Lin et al. 2009; Ray and Zhang 2010; S13; Ling et al. 2013; Zhao and Zhou 2013).558

For instance, during the DYNAMO field campaign the extended range forecast team pre-559

dicted the onset of MJO1 convection over the Indian Ocean on the basis of the prior strong560

RMM signal in Fig. 6a, which was primarily due to circulation over the Western Hemisphere561

(G13). However these signals are not reliably present, and once established, the convective562

component provides the critical link to the instability mechanism of the disturbance (Ray-563

mond and Fuchs 2009; Khouider et al. 2012; Liu and Wang 2012) and its teleconnections564

(Seo and Song 2012; Dole et al. 2013). Another caveat is that even without a convective565

signal, other modes excited for example by extratropical mountain torques (Weickmann and566

Berry 2009) exist within the same intraseasonal frequency range as the MJO. These would567

still be present without tropical convective activity, and recent evidence suggests that such568

modes can significantly affect tropical circulation on the MJO time scale (Adames et al.569

2013).570

The OMI and FMO provide two more options to the wide variety of indices that have571

been designed to track the MJO convective signal using differing filter bands or techniques,572

depending on the application. For example, more elaborate methods developed by Roundy573

and Schreck (2009) and Roundy (2012) use many tens of extended OLR EOFs to capture574
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the zonally, meridionally and temporally varying structure of the MJO and convectively575

coupled waves. There will doubtlessly be many more ways to categorize the MJO developed576

in the future. Consideration of MJO metrics that rely on proxies of rainfall, and careful577

comparison with those that are more dynamically based will be of great utility in unraveling578

the complex relationship between the MJO diabatic heating field and its accompanying579

large-scale dynamics.580
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Table 1. Summary of the indices used in this study, and a description of their deriva-
tion. All fields are computed using daily data. Links to these indices can be found at:
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/mjo/mjoindex/

RMM Combined EOF of normalized OLR, U850, and U200 averaged from 15◦S-15◦N.

OMI Projection of 20-96 day filtered OLR, including all eastward and westward wavenumbers
onto the daily spatial EOF patterns of 30-96 day eastward filtered OLR.

FMO Univariate EOF of normalized 20-96 day filtered OLR averaged from 15◦S-15◦N.

VPM Combined EOF of normalized 200 hPa Velocity Potential, U850, and U200 averaged
from 15◦S-15◦N.

ROMI Real time OMI derived from OLR anomaly data with the previous 40 day mean
removed and a 9 day running mean applied, projected onto the daily spatial EOF
patterns of 30-96 day eastward filtered OLR.

RFMO Real time OMI derived from OLR anomaly data with the previous 40 day mean
removed and a 9 day running mean applied, projected onto the spatial EOF patterns
of FMO.
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Table 2. Maximum bivariate correlations between the daily PCs of the various indices.
The lag of highest correlation shown as ± days with a positive value indicating that the
index in the left column leads that in the top row.

OMI RMM FMO VPM RMM RMM RMM RMM OMI OMI OMI OMI
DJF MAM JJA SON DJF MAM JJA SON

OMI 0.70 0.90 0.69 0.75 0.79 0.63 0.67
+1 0 0 +1 -1 +2 +4

RMM 0.70 0.70 0.91 0.75 0.79 0.63 0.67
-1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -2 -4

FMO 0.90 0.70 0.67 0.74 0.75 0.57 0.69 0.95 0.93 0.83 0.87
0 +1 0 +1 +1 +2 +3 0 +1 0 -2

VPM 0.69 0.91 0.67 0.92 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.72 0.79 0.66 0.66
0 +1 0 +1 +1 0 +1 0 +1 -2 -3
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Table 3. The percentage of primary initiation dates that match for RMM, OMI, or FMO
to within ±3 days obtained by varying the range of parameters for each individual index
used to produce Fig. 9. Percentages are shown for three thresholds: 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2 (see
text).

TH=1.0 TH=1.1 TH=1.2
RMM 23% 29% 34%
OMI 55% 56% 52%
FMO 51% 51% 50%
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Table 4. The percentage of primary initiation dates that match between RMM, OMI, and
FMO to within ±3, ±7, and ±14 days obtained by varying the range of parameters used to
produce Fig. 9, averaged over the three thresholds of 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2 (see text)

window OMI/RMM OMI/FMO RMM/FMO
±3 days 7% 30% 6%
±7 days 13% 37% 13%
±14 days 24% 42% 20%
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Fig. 1. Daily eigenvalues corresponding to an EOF analysis of 30-96 day eastward OLR
between 20◦S-20◦N derived using a 121 day sliding window (see text).
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b) EOF2 January 15

a) EOF1 January 15

c) EOF1 July 15

d) EOF2 July 15

Fig. 2. Spatial patterns of OLR for a) EOF1 on January 15, b) EOF2 on January 15, c)
EOF1 on July 15, and d) EOF2 on July 15. Arbitrary contour interval is 1 W m−2. Blue
shading corresponds to negative perturbations.
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a) RMM EOF1 OLR Psi 850 December-February b) RMM EOF2 OLR Psi 850 December-February

c) OMI EOF2 OLR Psi 850 December-February d) OMI -EOF1 OLR Psi 850 December-February

Fig. 3. Regressed OLR and 850 hPa streamfunction onto the daily December-February
1979-2012 PCs of a) RMM EOF1, b) RMM EOF2, c) OMI EOF2, and d) OMI -EOF1. All
fields are scaled to a +2 standard deviation PC perturbation. OLR is shaded, starting at ±
8 W m−2 and 18 W m−2, with negative in blue. Streamfunction contour interval is 4 × 105

m2 s−1. 40



a) RMM EOF1 OLR Psi 200 June-August b) RMM EOF2 OLR Psi 200 June-August

c) OMI EOF2 OLR Psi 200 June-August d) OMI -EOF1 OLR Psi 200 June-August

Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for 200 hPa streamfunction during June-August 1979-2012 for a)
RMM EOF1, b) RMM EOF2, c) OMI EOF2, and d) OMI -EOF1. Streamfunction contour
interval is 10 × 105 m2 s−1.
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Fig. 5. Time-longitude diagram of OLR anomalies (shading) and MJO-filtered OLR (con-
tours) averaged between 10◦S-10◦N from October 1, 2011 to April 2 2012. Negative anomalies
are shown in blue, at 20 W m−2 intervals. Contour interval is 6 W m−2.
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Fig. 6. Phase plots for October-December 2011 of a) RMM, c) OMI, e) FMO, and January-
March 2012 b) RMM, d) OMI, and f) FMO. Dates divisible by 5 are labeled, with different
colored lines representing each month as annotated on the plots.
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Fig. 7. As in Fig. 5, except for October 1 2009- April 2 2010
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Fig. 8. As in 6, except for October 2009-December 2010 and January-March 2010
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Fig. 9. Number of primary MJO initiation events for each sector according to the crite-
ria given in the legend at the bottom for a) RMM, b) OMI, and c) FMO. Open blue dots
represent an amplitude threshold of one, red diamonds a threshold of 1.1, and black stars
a threshold of 1.2, as designated by the letter ”A” in the legend. Successively darker shad-
ings represent the combinations of the required number of days of amplitude less than the
threshold prior to initiation (either 7 or 9, ”L” on the legend), and the number of days then
exhibiting counterclockwise rotation on the phase diagram (3, 5 and 7, ”C” on the legend).
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(b) FMO and RFMO during DYNAMO
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Fig. 10. PC time series of a) OMI (solid, PC1 in blue, PC2 in red) and ROMI (dashed) and
b) FMO and RFMO during the October 2011-March 2012 DYNAMO period. Phase plots
of ROMI during c) October-December 2011 and d) January-March 2012.
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